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We demonstrate a novel method to control the free spectral range (FSR) of silica micro-rod resonators precisely. This
method is accomplished by iteratively applying laser annealing on the already-fabricated micro-rod resonators. Fine
and repeatable increasing of resonator FSR is demonstrated, and the best resolution is smaller than 5 MHz, while the res-
onator quality-factor is only slightly affected by the iterative annealing procedure. Using the fabricated micro-rod reso-
nators, single dissipative Kerr soliton microcombs are generated, and soliton repetition frequencies are tuned precisely by
the iterative annealing process. The demonstrated method can be used for dual-comb spectroscopy and coherent optical
communications.
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1. Introduction

Microresonators, which combine high quality (Q) factor and
small mode volume, enhance light–matter interaction dramati-
cally, making it an ideal platform to study nonlinear optical
effects[1]. Various optical nonlinear effects have been observed
and studied widely[2], among which the optical frequency comb
(OFC) gains extensive attention for its compact size, low driving
power, as well as high repetition frequency, and has been used in
various new applications[3,4]. The dissipative Kerr soliton
(DKS), which balances the loss of the optical resonator and para-
metric gain, along with dispersion and Kerr nonlinearity, is a
special case of mode-locked OFC. Compared with general
OFC, DKS provides better coherence and smooth envelope in
the frequency domain, making it attractive for various areas[5].
By now, DKSs have been applied in optical clocks[6,7], ultralow-
noise microwave generation[8,9], optical frequency synthesiz-
ers[10], and massively parallel coherent communication[11], just
to name a few.
For decades, DKSs have been realized with various materials

and machining techniques, with a repetition frequency ranging
from several gigahertz (GHz) to terahertz (THz)[6]. In some
applications such as dual-comb spectroscopy andmassively par-
allel coherent communication, DKSs with similar repetition
frequencies are essential. In dual-comb spectroscopy, the free
spectral range (FSR) difference between the two generated
DKS microcombs determines the signal-to-noise ratio of the
down-converted RF spectrum[12]. Hence, a low FSR difference

allows measurements using a low-frequency photodetector. In
massively parallel optical communications, the repetition fre-
quency difference between the DKS microcombs at the trans-
mitter and receiver should be minimized to ensure the good
performance of coherent detection. As the repetition frequency
of DKS is determined by the FSR of resonator, the ability to con-
trol the FSR precisely is crucial. However, due to the compact
size of microresonators, a slight fabrication error would result
in a huge variation of the FSR. Thus, high-precision machining
techniques have been employed to optimize the size of micro-
resonators precisely. For instance, by using calibrated wet etch-
ing of the silica, a DKS repetition frequency difference of
2.6 MHz has been achieved with silica microresonators fabri-
cated on a silicon wafer by a combination of lithography and
wet/dry etching[13]. In Ref. [14], two soliton trains with a repeti-
tion frequency difference of 1.62 MHz are simultaneously gen-
erated in two different crystalline MgF2 microresonators with
FSR of about 12.1 GHz. In integrated photonic silicon nitride
microresonators with FSR of about 100 GHz, the repetition
frequencies of two DKSs generated by different microresonators
are minimized through improving the uniformity of the fabrica-
tion process and thermal tuning, to avoid significant influence
on the Q of the received signal[11]. In the micro-rod resonator,
an external stress tuningmethod is demonstrated for precise and
fast tuning of the repetition frequency of the DKS, with a tuning
range of 30 MHz[15].
In this Letter, we present a novel method to control the FSR

of silica micro-rod resonators precisely. Through the laser
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annealing process, in which a CO2 laser beam is employed to
machine on the already-fabricated resonators for an appropriate
duration, precise control of the FSR is realized, and the ultrahigh
Q-factor is maintained. Single-DKS microcombs are generated
in these FSR-optimized resonators after the iterative annealing
process, and their repetition frequencies are measured to verify
the effectiveness of the proposed method.

2. FSR Optimization with Laser Annealing

The so-called micro-rod resonators we employed were firstly, to
the best of our knowledge, presented by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), which have the advantages
of rapid fabrication and ultrahigh Q-factor[16]. The micro-rod
resonators are fabricated by a CO2 laser beam machining on
a rotating silica rod. During the fabrication process, an
annealing technology is applied to guarantee the ultrahigh Q-
factor of the resonators. In the annealing process, the laser focus
is placed slightly above the micro-rod resonator surface to
ensure that the whole resonator surface gets heated evenly.
Accompanied by the melting of glass, the resonator surface
becomes smooth when assisted by the surface tension. To
achieve the target FSR, the silica rod preform with correspond-
ing diameter is selected as the platform to fabricate the resona-
tor. The diameter of the silica rod can be changed by sweeping
the CO2 laser beam back and forth along the rod axis with
enough laser power to get close to the target diameter.
However, limited by the machining precision, the diameters
of silica rod preforms are different initially. What is more, the
accidental error induced by the runout accuracy of the motor-
ized spindle and the movement accuracy of the motorized trans-
lation stages will also influence the fabrication reproducibility.
All of these fabrication errors can make a random influence
on the diameter of the fabricated resonator, thus preventing it
from achieving an FSR difference of several megahertz (MHz).
Firstly, we investigated the fabrication errors of our resonator

fabrication system through fabricating five resonators on a sin-
gle silica rod preform successively. The resonators were fabri-
cated with the same machining parameters. The diameter of
the selected silica rod preform is about 3 mm, corresponding
to an FSR of about 22 GHz. The shapes of the resonators’ side-
walls are similar, as shown in the zoom-in photographs of two
resonators in Fig. 1(a). As shown in Fig. 1(b), the FSRs of the five
resonators range from 21.30 GHz to 21.23 GHz, indicating that
the FSR variation is random and can be greater than 60 MHz.
The result shows the typical FSR variation induced by
fabrication errors. Meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 1(c), the Q-
factors of these five resonators have also been measured and
show a random characteristic. It is seen that theQ-factor of these
resonators is about 1 × 108, which is necessary for DKS micro-
comb generation with relatively low power of the pump laser.
Therefore, to obtain identical resonators with similar FSR, it is

necessary to remove the fabrication errors from already-
fabricated resonators while the Q-factor is just slightly affected.
To overcome this challenge, we propose to apply another laser

annealing process on already-fabricated resonators to realize a
fine decrease of resonator diameter, just like we applied during
the resonator fabrication process. Concretely, during the laser
annealing process, the resonator surface is melted, and the shape
of the resonator sidewall is changed with the volatilization of the
silica. After the laser annealing process, the curvature of the res-
onator sidewall will be decreased slightly, inducing a fine
decrease of resonator diameter. Eventually, by applying the laser
annealing process iteratively, the FSR can be optimized to the
target value. Importantly, in this method, the laser annealing
time plays a key role in FSR tuning resolution. Theoretically,
shorter annealing time can result in higher FSR tuning resolu-
tion and will be experimentally studied below.
To verify the feasibility of the proposed method, we con-

ducted an experiment to optimize the FSR of an already-fabri-
cated resonator repeatedly for up to five times, and the resonator
is characterized after each annealing process. During the mea-
surement, we kept the parameter of laser annealing process con-
stant for every FSR optimizing process. Appropriate fabrication
and coupling tactics were applied to excite just a few modes effi-
ciently. Ordinarily, in the measurement, we focus on the cavity
mode with maximum Q-factor value among all excited modes.
Note that, after the laser annealing process, the excited mode
spectrumwill be slightly affected. To ensure that the cavitymode
we focused can be excited, precise coupling and polarization
adjustments were made after each annealing process. The
annealing processes were repeated five times iteratively on the
same resonator to verify its repeatability over a relatively long
period of time. The transmission spectra for the resonator fab-
ricated initially, annealed once, and annealed four times itera-
tively are shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(c), respectively. With the
aforementionedmeasures, the spectral peaks of the target modes
can be identified clearly in the transmission spectra, marked by
black solid rectangles in Figs. 2(a)–2(c). A sideband technique
was applied to ensure the FSRmeasuring accuracy[17]. As shown
in Figs. 2(d)–2(f), the transmission spectra show three spectral
peaks, as the two side peaks come from the phase modulation

Fig. 1. (a) Photographs of the five micro-rod resonators fabricated on a single
silica rod preform and the microscopy images of two resonators (2 and 4).
(b) The FSRs and the FSR variation between every two resonators fabricated
successively. (c) The Q-factors of the five fabricated resonators.
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sidebands that are coupled to the cavity through the initial
neighboring cavity resonances. The modulation frequency f m
was set to be slightly less than the FSR, and FSR can be measured
through the offset frequency as

Δf = FSR − f m: �1�

As themodulation frequency generated with RF synthesizer is
extremely precise, the measurement error of the FSR is mainly
contributed by themeasurement error ofΔf , which can bemini-
mized by using a Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI) as a
reference spectrum. In the experiments, as the modulation fre-
quency was set to a constant value of 21.8 GHz, the variation of
the offset frequency equaled the FSR variation. As shown in
Figs. 2(d)–2(f), the offset frequency increases with the increasing
number of iterative annealing processes, meaning that the FSR is
getting larger. The measured FSRs and FSR variation are shown
in Fig. 2(g). The FSR nearly increases in a linear relationship
with the number of iterative annealing processes. The average
FSR variation is about 24.9 MHz, while its standard deviation
can be calculated to be about 1.48 MHz, showing favorable
repeatability.
Another thing we focused on is the impact on the Q-factor

after the iterative annealing processes, as it will influence the
threshold power for comb formation. As shown in Fig. 2(h),
the Q-factor slightly fluctuates with the increase of the number
of iterative annealing processes. It degrades by about 20% from

the initial value, but still maintains an ultrahigh state. The
equation of microresonator parametric oscillation threshold is
given by[18]

Pth ≃ 1.54
π

2
γ0 � γc0
2γc0

n20ν
n2λQ2, �2�

where γ0 is the internal decay rate of the cavity mode, γc0 is the
decay rate due to external coupling, n0 is the refractive index of
thematerial, n2 is the nonlinearity coefficient of thematerial, ν is
themode volume, and λ is the resonant wavelength. In fact, as we
discussed above, during the laser annealing process, only the Q-
factor is slightly affected, while other resonator parameters
almost hold fixed. So, the annealing process only gives slight
negative impact on threshold power for comb formation. For
example, as shown in Fig. 2(h), the Q-factor is degraded from
2.8 × 108 to 2.0 × 108, causing the threshold power to increase
from 14 dBm to 17 dBm. Hence, the result shows that themicro-
comb can be generated with a relatively low pump power after
the iterative annealing processes.
As mentioned above, the laser annealing time plays a key role

in this method. To find out the highest precision of this method,
we gradually reduced the annealing time from 30 to 10 s. For a
certain annealing time, the annealing processes were repeated
five times to minimize the influence of accidental errors, just
as what we have performed in the experiments when annealing
for 30 s. As the result shows in Fig. 3, the average FSR variation

Fig. 2. (a)–(c) Transmission spectra of the resonator fabricated initially, annealed once, and annealed four times iteratively. The spectral peaks of the target
modes are marked by black solid rectangles. The arrow lines mark the FSRs of the target modes. (d)–(f) Expanded plots of the spectral peaks of target modes,
marked by black solid rectangles in (a)–(c). (g) The FSRs and the FSR variations vary with the number of iterative annealing processes. The dotted line represents
the average value of FSR variation. (h) The Q-factor varies with the number of iterative annealing processes.
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increases as the annealing time is lengthened. The minimum
FSR variation is about 2.1 MHz with an annealing time of
10 s, while the maximum FSR variation is about 24.9 MHz with
an annealing time of 30 s. The best resolution is smaller than
5 MHz, indicating that the FSR value (22 GHz) can be changed
within 0.02%. The standard deviation of the FSR variation in
experiments with different annealing times is below 1.5 MHz,
verifying favorable stability and repeatability of the optimization
method. On the other side, the impact on the Q-factor is also a
matter of concern. For comparing the change trends with differ-
ent annealing times, the initial resonators with a Q-factor of
about 2.5 × 108 were fabricated in the experiments with different
annealing times. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the Q-factor
decreases with the shortening of the annealing time. It can be

explained as the worst melting uniformity of the resonator sur-
face when annealing with a shorter time. The standard deviation
of the Q-factor is remarkably smaller, with an annealing process
of 30 s, than others, showing a better ability tomaintain an ultra-
high Q-factor. However, while the Q-factor is greater than
1 × 108 in most cases, the influence of larger standard deviation
of the Q-factor is limited.

3. Soliton Generation Using Optimized Cavity

Precise control of resonator FSR is achieved by applying an iter-
ative laser annealing process on already-fabricated resonators,
and these optimized micro-rod resonators are ideal candidates
for generating single-DKS with the target repetition frequency.
Figure 4(a) gives the schematic of our experimental setup for sol-
iton generation in resonators. An auxiliary laser heating method
was adapted to overcome the thermal nonlinear effect of
the microresonator and stably access single-DKS microcombs
state[19]. In our experiment, we choose the same resonator mode
(with the same wavelength) for both the pump and auxiliary
lasers, but input them into the resonator from opposite direc-
tions. The pump and auxiliary lasers were from a narrow line-
width fiber laser, which can increase the stability of generated
DKSmicrocombs. Two acoustic optical modulators with similar
modulation frequency were utilized to access single-DKS

Fig. 3. Average FSR variation and average Q-factor vary with annealing time.

Fig. 4. (a) Experimental setup of single-DKS microcomb generation via auxiliary laser heating in micro-rod resonator. CW, continuous-wave narrow linewidth
tunable fiber laser; AOM, acoustic optical modulator; EDFA, erbium-doped fiber amplifier; FPC, fiber polarization controller; FBG, fiber Bragg grating; PM, power
measuring instrument; ESA, electrical spectrum analyzer; OSA, optical spectrum analyzer. (b)–(d) Optical spectra of the three single-DKS microcombs generated
with a micro-rod resonator fabricated initially, annealed once, and annealed twice iteratively with 20 s annealing time. (e) RF beat note spectra of three single-DKS
microcombs shown in (b)–(d).
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microcombs state with high precision. The schematic of our
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4(a).
We conducted this experiment by using an optimized resona-

tor with 20 s annealing process that characterized a 10 MHz res-
olution. The optical spectra of single-DKS generated in the
resonator fabricated initially, annealed once, and annealed twice
iteratively are presented in Figs. 4(b)–4(d). The three micro-
combs were generated with similar pump laser power of about
20 dBm, and the width of three optical DKS spectra covered a
similar span of 25–30 nm around 1550 nm. The envelopes of
the optical spectra in Figs. 4(b) and 4(d) show some imperfec-
tions, which are induced by avoided mode crossing[20]. The dif-
ferent spurs and dips in the three single-DKS spectra are the
result of different excited modes, caused by the change of the
shape of the resonator sidewall after the annealing process. The
RF beat note spectra of the three single-DKS microcombs are
shown in Fig. 4(e). The repetition frequency difference between
the single-DKS microcombs generated with the resonators fab-
ricated initially and annealed once is about 7.4 MHz, while the
repetition frequency difference after annealing once and twice
iteratively is about 10.7 MHz. In fact, the repetition frequency
is also influenced by the pump frequency detuning. As the
change in repetition frequency induced by the difference of
pump frequency detuning is much smaller than 10 MHz[21],
the measuring results of the repetition frequency can reflect the
effect of our optimizationmethod. By now, we have succeeded in
optimizing the repetition frequency of the single-DKS micro-
comb generated with a micro-rod resonator with the precision
of about 10 MHz.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we present a simple and effective method to con-
trol the FSR of micro-rod resonators precisely. We fabricated
five resonators on a single silica rod preform firstly, to investi-
gate the FSR variation caused by fabrication error, which indi-
cated the order of magnitude of the FSR difference that needs to
be optimized precisely. The optimization scheme was proposed,
and the measuring method and feasibility were analyzed then.
Afterward, the impacts of the annealing process with different
durations on FSR variation and Q-factor were experimentally
investigated. To verify its application potential, single-DKS
microcombs were generated, and their repetition frequencies
were measured. It has been proved that through the iterative
laser annealing process, the repetition frequency of the gener-
ated single-DKS microcomb can be optimized with a precision
of about 10 MHz. Our research results can extend the applica-
tion scenarios of micro-rod resonators greatly.
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